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ABOUT
STRONGHOLD
Stronghold Data is a technology company. We provide IT services and solutions 
to businesses, and we help professionals reach a new level of productivity with 
technology that suits how they work and what they do. 

But at the end of the day, we’re more than that. 

We’re a partner, a good friend, and an advocate of others. We believe in building long-
lasting, healthy relationships with our clients, and we want nothing more than to see 
the community around us thrive. 

To make this a reality, we provide honest IT support and complete technology 
solutions. With a highly secured data center, a multi-layered network security 
approach, and a dedicated team of experienced technicians, we take things from 
the reactive to the proactive. We prevent issues from happening, and as a result, 
our clients manage to avoid common hurdles, reduce IT costs, and improve your 
employee experience. 

Technology is what we do best; however, everything we do revolves around our faith 
and our morals. We’ll never try to upsell a client on something they don’t need, and 
we’ll always do what we can to help our clients achieve that next level of success. 
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CORE
VALUES
Honesty
We only want what’s best for you and 
your staff. Because of this, we’ll never 
recommend services you don’t need.

Community
Without everyone around us, we 
wouldn’t be here. Our mission is to give 
back and build up the local community.

Professionalism
Everything we do is done with the 
utmost of professionalism. We provide 
nothing less than enterprise excellence.

Partnerships
You aren’t just a client to us… you’re a 
partner. We want to help you succeed. 
We want to see your business grow.
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IDEAL 
CLIENT
The Stronghold approach to technology is an involved one. To make technology more 
reliable and efficient, we work very closely with our clients and spend time tweaking, 
building, and perfecting their technology infrastructure. 

We’re seeking clients who are ready and willing to undergo this journey with us. These 
are the businesses who understand the importance of technology, who are looking 
for modern approaches to solving problems, and who use technology to eliminate 
inefficiencies and avoid everyday hurdles. 

You’re a perfect fit for     
Stronghold Data if you:

 ● Recognize the positive impact good technology can have on a company

 ● Consider technology as an investment in the future of your business

 ● Are looking for a quality IT support outlet 
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SERVICES    
AND SOLUTIONS
Our technology solutions are designed to maximize your system uptime. We believe 
in avoiding issues, maximizing productivity, and removing obstacles. Each solution is 
carefully adjusted to make the most sense to your daily operations and to help your 
staff do more, in less time, and with fewer hassles. 

Our services include:
 

Managed
Services

Enterprise
Solutions

Business
Continuity

Business
Communication

Information
Security

Private
Cloud
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MANAGED 
SERVICES

A PLAN THAT WORKS FOR YOU
Every business is different, and we get this. Because of this, we’ll take a deep 
dive into your day-to-day operations and create a custom technology plan that 
compliments what you do and how you do it. 

THE ABILITY TO KEEP     
MOVING FORWARD
We believe in avoiding problems altogether, and with our proactive monitoring 
approach, this can actually happen. We’ll watch over your network to detect 
and resolve issues before they become a problem. 

SUPPORT THAT NEVER TURNS OFF
We’re always there for you, and we’re always willing to do what it takes to help 
your staff. Our promise to your business is to deliver high quality support, 
expert advice, and permanent solutions no matter what.
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HANDING YOU THE “EASY BUTTON”
Whether it’s a virus, hacker, or accident, every business loses data. But with 
us, when you lose data, it’s never really lost. We can restore your data quickly 
and with little hassle on your end.

GIVING YOU A PLAN OF ATTACK
When something bad does happen to your data, it’s good to have a plan. We’ll 
help your business figure out what to do and when, so your business can 
make it out of a data disaster alive.

KEEPING YOUR CLIENTS SECURE
At the end of the day, your clients trust you to protect their data, and we can 
help you maintain that level of trust. With a highly secured data center and a 
team of dedicated technicians, your data and your clients’ data will remain 
protected at all times.  

BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY
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COVERING YOU FROM EVERY ANGLE
The threats are everywhere, and they can come at you from any direction. We’ve 
built up a multi-layered network security solution that covers all the bases.

KEEPING YOU AHEAD OF THE CURVE
New threats emerge all the time, and every day, hackers are discovering new 
ways to exploit your business. To us, the only way to combat these threats is 
to evolve before they do. 

THROUGH THICK AND THIN
We don’t just implement a security solution and then let things run its course. 
We’re there by your side the whole time - installing updates, managing 
upgrades, and monitoring your coverage.

INFORMATION 
SECURITY 
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TECHNOLOGY THAT GROWS    
AS YOU GROW
You should always work within an infrastructure that fits your current needs 
but allows for future growth. This will keep your staff entirely efficient even 
when you’re experiencing periods of rapid growth. We can help you create this 
scalable infrastructure for your business. 

SOLUTIONS THAT GO ABOVE    
AND BEYOND 
To be truly efficient, you need technology that does what you need it to do… 
and then some. Whether it’s software or hardware, we can find, implement, 
and manage the technology that will reduce costs, eliminate unnecessary 
steps, and make your day-to-day easier.

ENTERPRISE 
SOLUTIONS  
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A SYSTEM THAT SCALES
Your technology should be able to keep up with your growing business. Your 
standard of communication is no different. Our communication platform 
allows you to add or remove new lines with ease. 

FEATURES THAT WORK
A run-of-the-mill phone system no longer cuts it. Our communication platform 
offers a variety of features you need to communicate with clients, staff, and 
partners in the modern business world.

A PLATFORM THAT SAVES    
YOU MONEY
Our communication platform is easy to install, easy to scale, and even easier to 
maintain, and all of this “easy” will reduce costs and save your business money.

BUSINESS 
COMMUNICATION
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PUTTING MORE MONEY     
IN YOUR WALLET
If you’re like most businesses, then you like saving money, and with the cloud, 
this comes naturally. When you use the cloud to manage and store your data, 
you eliminate the need for upgrades, updates, and regular maintenance - which 
all works to reduce costs and save you money. 

DOUBLE-DUTY DATA BENEFITS 
When you put your data into the cloud, it becomes much simpler to backup 
and restore your systems. Things are quicker to process, more up-to-date, and 
easier to get to. 

GOING GREEN AND SAVING BIG
Because you’re reducing your need for on-site hardware, you’re saving energy 
in the process. And whether you care about going green or not, saving energy 
does have its benefits. It’ll help you save money and some clients might even 
appreciate the gesture.

PRIVATE 
CLOUD



PROCESS:

INSPIRING 
TRUST
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HONEST ASSESSMENT
 We want to learn about you and your business, how you want business 
technology to operate, and where you want to lead your company’s future. After 
we’ve learned all we can learn, we’ll perform an honest assessment of your 
current network and systems to determine what may or may not be needed to 
help you reach your goals.
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SOLUTION INTEGRITY
Because not every business is the same, we’ll never recommend solutions just 
for the sake of the sale. Once we have a solid understanding of your technology 
and business goals, we’ll begin designing the right solution plan for you. 
Solution integrity means we only propose technology that makes sense for your 
business needs.

DELIVERING THE PROMISE
When finding the right IT services partner, you want someone whose word is 
their bond. Our proposal is our promise, our word, that we will deliver. It is the 
plan that lays out every step involved in delivering a solution that addresses and 
solves your IT needs.  

IMPLEMENTING SUCCESS
Once you’ve signed off on your custom IT solution, we’ll get to work right away 
- rebuilding, starting from scratch, or simply perfecting what you already have in 
motion. Our ultimate goal is to make your business successful… because when 
you’re successful, we’re successful.  

ONGOING SECURITY & SUPPORT
We’re ready to do whatever it takes to keep your machine running smoothly. To 
do this, we’ll provide you and your staff with reliable, high-quality IT support no 
matter what. Whether it’s a new cyber-security threat or a run-of-the-mill tech 
question, we have your back. You can count on that. 

MAINTAINING THE RELATIONSHIP
It’s not just about preventing hardware issues and resolving everyday concerns. 
We want to see your business grow; we want to see you and your staff do big 
things, and we want to help you foster a healthy reputation within the local 
community. Whatever we can do to make that happen for you, we’ll do it.



TESTIMONIAL:

DON’T 
TAKE IT 
FROM US
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I WOULDN’T WANT ANY    
OTHER COMPANY...
“I have had the privilege of working with Stronghold Data for several years, first, 
at my previous job and now at my present job. I have the utmost confidence in 
the staff at Stronghold and know that when I have a problem, it will be dealt with 
in a timely and efficient manner. I am able to perform my job without worries, 
knowing that Stronghold Data is in the background, working for us! I wouldn’t 
want any other company managing our company’s IT needs.”

— Pam White, Hugh Lacey MD

THEY WERE INSTRUMENTAL...
“Cardinal Scale Manufacturing Company has had a great relationship with the 
Stronghold Data team for over 20 years. They walked us through the journey 
of virtualizing all of our servers and a significant number of PC’s utilized by our 
outside sales team members. They also helped us manage internal network 
upgrades (including switches, firewalls, cabling, and building-to-building fiber 
connections). They were instrumental in helping us develop our disaster 
recovery plan, which included relocating our redundant servers and data 
storage to their underground storage facility.  Most recently, we have turned to 
Stronghold Data for all of our Dell equipment purchases.  We look forward to 
continuing our strong relationship with Stronghold Data for another 20 years!”

— Larry Hicks, Cardinal Scale Manufacturing co.

THEY CAN DO IT ALL,      
AND THEY DO IT RIGHT…
“The reduction of onsite equipment alone has been a blessing.  No more 
upkeep and loading of software.  No more long “ON HOLD” service calls and the 
trembling thoughts of “Did I back that up?”  Bottom line is that Stronghold Data 
can do it all, and they do it right.  Outstanding Staff and Technicians.  Keep up 
the great work.”

— Kent P. Wilson, Joplin Building Material Company

VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE...
“Stronghold has been very quick to respond to every call we have initiated. It has 
been our first – hand experience they realize and react to the issues as required 
for their clients and at the “speed of business” required to keep our operation 
operational with very little down-time. We highly recommend Stronghold 
Data for any of your specialized and not-so-specialized communication and 
information technology needs.”

— Tim Woodall, Pinnacle Bank



COMMUNITY. TECHNOLOGY. PROGRESS.



LOCATION 
531 N. Schifferdecker Ave.
Joplin, MO 64801

PHONE 
417-627-9878

Toll Free
1-866-787-6644

email
info@strongholddata.com
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